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The editors of this special issue of Media-N, Legier Biederman & Joshua Callaghan, 
have kindly allowed me to indulge in the anecdotal in order to highlight how and 
where new media discourse conforms to their theme, “Art in the Age of 
Technological Seduction.” Although I have been intrigued by this topic for quite a 
while, I was prompted to write because of an incidental and far from malign event. In 
the course of developing a recent research project, anonymous reviews were 
requested. One response was very sympathetic and supportive (for which I am 
grateful). The report, however, went on to stress the importance of a “new media” 
approach, which meant highlighting virtuality, immersion and a multi-media focus. 
My point in contrast was that such issues had already been the focus of earlier 
twentieth century art practices—particularly the walk through, installation-type 
practices prevalent in the 1920s. (I wasn’t saying they were the same; just that I 
wanted to explore the precedent). 
 
My project actually had very little to do with new media, but the implication of the 
response was clear: when it comes to considering these issues today, the theoretical 
and technological pre-eminence of new media must be acknowledged and accepted. 
While I repeat that this was a very generous response to my project, the insistence 
upon the priority of a new media focus stayed with me because I took a different 
attitude. Yes, virtuality, immersion and a multi-media approach are very important to 
how new media characterizes itself today, but it is equally true that such ambitions 
also possess a “pre-history.” This pinpoints one of the glaring shortcomings of new 
media discourse: despite its best efforts, it tends to gravitate to teleological 
justifications and the denial of legacies and debts (whether artistic, intellectual, 
historical or technological). 
 
The teleological inclination fosters the assumption that new media transforms, then 
surpasses and eventually subsumes all previous technical-media possibilities 
(including all previous thought as well as all previous ways of doing art). The 
implication is that new technology instantly renders all prior media redundant along 
with their associated assumptions and worldviews. At its worst, this tacit teleological 
orientation assumes that contemporary technological advances only now permit 
thinking about virtuality, immersion and multi-media. (It is the great virtue of 
Margaret Wertheim’s The Pearly Gates of Cyberspace, despite its shortcomings, that 
it traces virtuality in art back as far as Giotto). In short, this techno-determinist 
discourse presumes that currently available communications technologies allow us to 
consider these possibilities today as if for the first time.  
 
“Technological seduction” is, however, most dramatically demonstrated at the 
conjunction where new media arts discourse intersects with the techno-heroic 
palpitations surrounding the information-communications technological (ICT) 
revolution. This produces a rather heady cocktail when philosophical justification 
pillaged from poor old Gilles Deleuze is brought into the mix. Such an overly excited 
confluence of ideas translates into endless assertions about techno-liberation. 
Everything becomes a rhizome—the web, subjectivity, art—all in a proliferating 
weave of endless connectivity, thoroughly dispersed and wonderfully immersed. 
Remarkably, this discourse implies that only now after millennia of struggle have 
human beings attained genuine liberation—with the aid of computers and digital 
technology. Today we now enjoy our liberated diffusion: industrial-Fordist modernity 
wilts away allowing authors to become producers, (media) consumers to become 
editors, and hierarchical aesthetic and social edifices give way to new rhizomatic 
patterns of endless, meandering multiplicity. True democracy arrives as everything 
formerly passive becomes active and we play out our golden existence as newly 
realised rhizomatic citizens—all courtesy of the wonders of new technology.  
 
Does anyone truly believe this zeitgeist-obsessed techno-euphoria (apart from the 
technophiles of MIT)? I doubt it. Yet it remains a prominent, even dominant form of 
technological seduction today. The Belgian artist Marcel Broodthaers once dubbed 
this propensity to dovetail complex phenomena into a simplified package, 
monomania. For him, it was the ultimate seduction because it fed the drive to dovetail 
complex technological, social, aesthetic and historical processes into more 
manageable formulations and outcomes. In striving to formulate a counter-model to 
this propensity, art historian Rosalind Krauss suggests that Broodthaers’ practice 
possesses enduring significance for the treatment of media and technology in art. 
According to Krauss, Broodthaers’ approach seeks out the “redemptive possibilities 
encoded at the birth of a given technical support”—that is, before they were closed 
down to suit more instrumental purposes. His approach was to linger behind in the 
wake of “high orders of technology,” just at the point where they render “older 
techniques outmoded,” thereby allowing us “to grasp the inner complexity of the 
mediums those techniques support.” (Krauss, A Voyage on the North Sea”: Art in the 
Age of the Post-Medium Condition, New York: Thames & Hudson, 2000)  
 
Unfortunately, Krauss mitigates the challenge she gleans from Broodthaers’ approach 
by launching a rearguard action to salvage the sanctity of the medium—albeit with an 
updated, more adept and complex consideration of what a medium may mean. 
Nonetheless, it remains an endeavor ultimately committed to border patrols critically 
policing the perimeters of the medium—a tactic that has limited the art-historical 
consideration of the medium for the past four decades. (Refer McNamara & Peter 
Krapp, Medium Cool, SAQ/Duke University Press, 2002) This rearguard action to 
shore up the medium exposes the limitations of the traditional art-historical approach 
within the contemporary situation, which requires a more nimble consideration of the 
question of the medium and technology. Yet Krauss’s depiction of Broodthaers’ art as 
practice in which old and new media, old and new technologies collide and play out 
various permutations without any discernible sense of priority reveals a strategy that 
has proven exemplary for subsequent practices. Such an approach underscores the 
cannibalistic nature of technological innovation, suggesting how the “new” is 
rendered “obsolete” relatively quickly. It also indicates how the attempt to define a 
practice technologically as well as to ride the cusp of the forever “new” is prone to 
redundancy eliciting perpetual anxiety rather than permanent revolution. 
 
A recent example in Brisbane confirms the enduring influence and efficacy of this 
approach, which explores technology and the medium, the old and the new, as 
colliding forces devoid of straightforward resolution. I am thinking of an event 
dubbed “Tournament of the Tools” held during the 2006 “Straight out of Brisbane” 
(SOOB) festival—“A festival of independent & emerging arts, culture & ideas” (15-
20 August 2006). The idea of the “tournament” was to pit teams (of artists and other 
willing participants) against each other in a battle between high and low tech, “hi-fi” 
and “low-fi,” “analogue versus digital.” As if mimicking a TV game show, each team 
was to pit “dynamic kinetic machines against each other in a fight for glory.”  Of 
course, the audacious ambition outlined in the précis appeared to outstrip the capacity 
of the participants and the ambition of the event itself and, as one might have 
expected, the hi-tech gadget broke down and “short-circuited” before the team could 
even start demonstrating its prowess. (I similarly recall enduring a conference paper 
in which the presenter ran through the usual Deleuzian-inspired exaltation of new 
media as one of endless flows and multiplicity. The problem was that the presenter 
spent 15 out of the 25 minutes allocated for this paper trying to fix the non-
functioning technology. Once fixed, the presenter resumed as if the technological 
malfunction had never occurred. It certainly had no impact on the theory because the 
insistence upon flows and rhizomes resumed unabated as if nothing had happened—
which perhaps suggests that the theory is the only realization of utopian benefits of 
new technology we will ever experience!)  
 
As you’ve gather by now, I was warmly disposed to the challenge of the “Tournament 
of the Tools” despite the ineptness of the presentations. This is not because I’m a 
Luddite or even opposed to new media. It’s just that I’m in sympathy with the grand 
intentions that the organisers of the “Tournament of the Tools” espoused: “We sought 
out artists using New Media technologies to compliment older, antiquated 
technologies and methodologies, as well as artists who don’t necessarily even 
acknowledge a distinction between media, but use what they have at hand to best 
express their ideas.” (SOOB 2006 Artistic Program, 11) To me, the Tournament 
offered a humorous, less pious and gleefully irreverent way to debunk “art in the age 
of technological seduction.”  
 
This is not to say that the 2006 Tournament of the Tools didn’t exhibit pieties of its 
own. The event had the unexpected consequence of revealing how the blind exaltation 
of destruction stands as the direct correlate of  “art in the age of technological 
seduction.” If the theory of new media resides at the more fanciful end of the 
spectrum toward techno-determinism and Disney-like future-ism, then destructive 
collapse is the easy alternative stance to assume. It thrives on a confused sense of 
authenticity based on a near fascist zeal for spontaneous violence and anarchic 
release. Both polar opposites are as naïve as one another: one exalts freedom in 
techno-liberation, the other freedom from constraint in spontaneous acts of 
destruction. It shows that the 2006 Tournament of the Tools didn’t rise to the more 
subtle and complex challenge posed by the organisers: “In pitting both camps against 
each other we hope to destroy their current conceptually-simplistic forms, and reveal 
a contradictory nether zone of fusion, loose ends, resuscitated life-forms and broken 
pieces of New Media art theory.” (SOOB 2006 Artistic Program, 12) Simple 
oppositions still prove seductive it seems. The crucial critical challenge outlined by 
the Tournament remains: to confound the elevation of analogue over digital, new tech 
over low tech and to burst the bubble of techno-inflated hype. For this reason alone, 
the Tournament of the Tools was a proposition worth pursuing and developing 
further. 
 
If we do not pay sufficient attention to pre-histories, or rather legacies, as well as to 
the seemingly antiquated all around us, then we will overlook the fact that compelling 
“technological” considerations have been posed by seemingly “pre-technological” 
(i.e., pre-new media) practices and theorists. Of course, this was the ambition of the 
research project that I touched on at the outset of this anecdotally induced discussion. 
This is not to assert that it’s all been done before and better. We need to heed legacies 
for failures as much as successes and we also heed them to take account of how the 
vanguard stance in art persists today only in its transmutation. By this, I mean that it 
can no longer be identified simply with a fascination for the new, the up-to-date and 
the position of the “advance force.” Instead vanguardism in art has turned into a 
concern for the defunct, the by-passed, the overlooked and the redundant (and perhaps 
to some extent this was true from the beginning, but we need to look again without 
the lens of techno-teleological seduction). This suggests a concern to seek more 
complex amalgamations between the old and the new that appear far more equivocal, 
far more ambiguous, fraught and perplexing. It is at the point of these incongruous 
amalgamations where contemporary art and new media practices and discourses will 
most fruitfully intersect. 
 
